
New
Turn the power on. That’s all you need to do.

It’s right on at anytime with accuracy

and functionality.

Multi-parameters of your
demand in a simple Selectknob.

Quick and easy to operate parameters put you right into the vital

sign monitoring fast and accurately.

- SpO2 with accuracy, stability, and compatibility outscoring others.

- NIBP with a patent pending “P-comfort” inflation and rejection

mechanism.

- IBP provided with world standard sensor and accessories.

- 3-lead or 5-lead ECG / Pacemaker detection.

- Respiration and dual Temperatures

Portable and powerful : anywhere and 
anytime on your premise.

Detachable parameter console with an extended cable

enabling distanced monitoring.

Ergonomic hand grip and soft touch buttons.

Long battery life ensuring the safe and mobile monitoring

“Glare-free” real-time data scrolling makes you have a stress-

free data reading.

Available rolling stand with a basket.

User-friendliness and convenience stand
out in every function.

Full color LCD with superior visibility.

Numeric data memory(up to 24 hours)and instant eight

trends memory function

Most-used six functions are one touch programmed on the

front of the monitor (Screen, setup, event, trend, NIBP, esc)

Ethernet connection

BPM700



Display
- 6.4” (diagonal) active color TFT LCD
- Resolution : 320X240 pixels
- Traces : 4 traces (ECG, SpO2, IBP, Resp, 2-Temp)

Printer
- Real time printing
- Trend print
- Tabular summary print
- Optional

Optional
- Central monitoring system 
- IBP sensor & monitoring kit
- Disposable finger probe
- Skin temperature probe
- Printer
- Cart 

Main Screen( ) Main Screen( )

Trend ScreenEvent Screen
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Portable design and features with an

easy-grip handle. (Battery operation)

Central Monitoring

or printer (optional)

Full color LCD with

Superior visibility

Selectknob design ensuring

quick and easy operation

Detachable parameter console includes 

ECG, SpO2, IBP, NIBP, Resp, 2-Temp


